
XP Actions
Shared Action: You find someone who’s doing something
simple and honest, like cooking, cleaning, or practicing
their martial arts katas. You join them. You help them out.
Willing to risk a genuine emotional connection?

Shared Reactions: You talk things through with
someone—sort out your head on stuff, or help them do
the same. Willing to risk a genuine emotional connec-
tion?

Slice of Life: you travel, admire the scenery, have a mean-
dering conversation about nothing in particular… in gen-
eral you experience stuff and emote your reactions to it.
That was a nice moment. Willing to have it “haunt”
you for a while?

Discovery: you explore somewhere you’ve never been, or
try out something you’ve never done. What do you find?
If it’s neat, scary, or mysterious enough, I’ll toss you a
Discovery XP.

Decisive Action: you’ve been monologuing about your
hopes, dreams, actions, plans, or thoughts—I hope you’re
going somewhere cool, because if this monologue leads
to a big enough and risky enough decision, you can take
a Decisive Action!

Science, Faith, and Sorcery: you interrupt your explana-
tion or contemplation of how something works with a the-
ory, an idea—You should test this out! Give me an in-
teresting, daring way to test this, and you can take a
Science, Faith, and Sorcery Action….

Foreshadowing: you’re paying a lot of attention to some-
thing. Logically, looking at that from the outside, it must
be foreshadowing! Do you want to get caught up in it?

Sympathetic Action: you see someone who’s frozen up
or shut down—paralyzed by something that’s happened.
They seem… stuck. Want to offer comfort, reassurance,
or physical help?

Shock: Someone’s noticed that you’re frozen up or shut
down. They’re offering you comfort, reassurance, or phys-
ical help. But they want you to take the XP Action instead.
Is this “Shock?”

Obsessive Action: you’re getting worked up about some-
thing. Best if you build slowly but eventually go right over
the top. Do you want to tip over the edge into delirium?
Or maybe just… give up?

(Suffer) Adversity: you’re in a really unpleasant place and
situation. It’s getting harder and harder to think of any-
thing but how much this really sucks. Do you want to tip
over the edge into delirium? Or maybe just… give up?

Wicked Action: you know you shouldn’t be doing this, but
you are. Best if things get a little weird and surreal. Even
better if the HG gives you one last chance to change your
mind, and then, you don’t! Do you really want to do this?

(Suffer) Corruption: you’ve just failed to completely de-
fend against a poison, possession, or other corrupting in-
fluence; or, something’s just triggered/awakened an ongo-
ing corruption. That sounds like corruption. Want to
experience surreal effects?

(Suffer) Trauma: you’ve just failed to completely defend
against something really traumatic. This could be anything
from “seeing something horrifying” to “the psychic attack
of an elder god.” Or, something’s just triggered/reminded
you of an ongoing trauma. That seems traumatic. Want
to experience surreal effects?

(Suffer) Transformation/ Metamorphosis: you’ve just
failed to completely defend against a transformational in-
fluence; or, something’s just triggered/ awakened an ongo-
ing metamorphosis. That seems like a transformation.
Want to experience surreal effects?

(Be in) Trouble: oh no! This is bad! Are you over-
whelmed and outmatched?

Never Say Die!: you’re completely overwhelmed and
overmatched. Or, you’re willing to frame this conflict as
if you are—you’re awesome, maybe, but doomed. Ready
to fight to the last drop of strength in your body?

In general, you can’t rely on having access to any of these
outside your genre—probably 1-2 every session, plus the occa-
sional Transition or Ritual.

Starting a Ritual: you have the OOC attention of all of the
players, and there is an applicable ritual. Invoke a Ritual.

Ritual Action: you’re in a ritual. The spotlight’s on you,
or on someone in physical contact with you. Declare your
impending action meaningful.

Transition: I’m doing a Transition. You can treat it as an
XP action and become thoughtful and distant.


